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We are property owners and developers and not an agency: 
it is a great advantage and a guarantee of reliability, class, efficiency and privacy.



Through beautiful alleys, wide squares and superb buildings we shall help you finding your own property, the 
one you always dreamed of. 

Not only shall we take you to the magnificent monuments and palaces but also to the quiet and charming areas 
in which you could live in a unique dimension, far from the traffic and noise of the mainland.

Our real estate proposals always boast prime positions and can be customized according to your demands.

Your property within 
  the famous landmarks of Venice…

…and Venice unique views  



A view onto the Grand Canal

Luxury properties in 
Rialto, San Marco, Dorsoduro and Salute

Unique apartments overlooking the Grand Canal, Venice heart which beats at the rhythm     
of the city and its inhabitants. 

Wooden beamed ceilings, terrazzo veneziano (typical Venetian multi-coloured marble floor), 
altana (typical Venetian terrace on the roof) and fantastic views.

Full delivery concept: delivery of fully renovated apartments, finely furnished according           
to customer’s taste and exclusive “after sale” global management service for the perfect   
managing of your property.



A few steps away from the magnificence of St.Mark’s  you may find one of the most beautiful squares in Venice: 
Campo Bandiera e  Moro. 

Here we offer a luxury property, 270 sqm (2900 sqft), spread on 3 floors with a fantastic terrace allowing               
a panoramic view over the roofs of Venice and on St.Marks’ bell tower.

La Salute
Presently that most chic corner of Venice; the ideal home for those who strive for silence and relax,       
just a few minutes away from the Guggenheim Foundation, the Francois Pinault’s New Museum                     
of Contemporary Arts and the Basilica della Salute.

In the heart of this district and in a pretty alley, we may offer a luxury penthouse, 175 sqm (1830 sqft), 
finely furnished with spectacular view over the Giudecca canal.

Close to St.Mark Square 


